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ABSTRACT   
The Large Observatory For x-ray Timing (LOFT) is a mission concept which was proposed to ESA as M3 and M4 
candidate in the framework of the Cosmic Vision 2015-2025 program. Thanks to the unprecedented combination of 
effective area and spectral resolution of its main instrument and the uniquely large field of view of its wide field monitor, 
LOFT will be able to study the behaviour of matter in extreme conditions such as the strong gravitational field in the 
innermost regions close to black holes and neutron stars and the supra-nuclear densities in the interiors of neutron stars. 
The science payload is based on a Large Area Detector (LAD, >8m2 effective area, 2-30 keV, 240 eV spectral resolution, 
1 degree collimated field of view) and a Wide Field Monitor (WFM, 2-50 keV, 4 steradian field of view, 1 arcmin source 
location accuracy, 300 eV spectral resolution). The WFM is equipped with an on-board system for bright events (e.g., 
GRB) localization. The trigger time and position of these events are broadcast to the ground within 30 s from discovery. 
In this paper we present the current technical and programmatic status of the mission.  
Keywords: X-ray astronomy, Silicon detectors, timing, spectroscopy 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
The Large Observatory For x-ray Timing (LOFT) is a mission concept originally proposed to ESA under the Cosmic 
Vision call M3 for the study of matter under extreme conditions of density (equation of state of matter at supra-nuclear 
density) and gravity (test of General Relativity in strong-field regime). LOFT was selected in 2011 as M3 mission 
candidate and performed a Phase 0/A study within the ESA context until 2013. Under the coordination and responsibility 
of ESA, a Consortium of institutes in the ESA member states studied the scientific payload and science ground segment, 
the Astrium-D and Thales Alenia Space-I companies performed competitive system studies of the spacecraft and system, 
while ESA led the study of the ground segment and operations. LOFT was eventually not selected as M3 mission in the 
final competition in early 2014. The main results of the ESA LOFT-M3 study are reported in a set of publicly available 
ESA documents, namely the Yellow Book [1], the Science Requirements Document [2], the Payload Definition 
Document [3], the Mission Requirements Document [4] and the Preliminary Requirements Review Technical and 
Programmatic Report [5]. Additional information may be found in [6, 7, 8, 9] and references therein. Despite the 
eventual non-selection as M3 mission, the science proposed with LOFT was highly ranked during the review process and 
the ESA PRR panel assessed the mission technical and programmatic feasibility within the budget and the schedule 
imposed by the M3 ESA planning, at low risk [5].  
In 2014 ESA issued a new mission call, M4, with boundary conditions tighter than the previous call. The ESA budget 
(cost at completion) was reduced to 450 M€ (as compared to the 550 M€ final budget of M3) and a slightly faster 
development schedule was requested. The new M4 conditions thus required a revision of the LOFT-M3 configuration, 
especially to comply with the reduced budget. The sensitivity analysis carried out during the M3 study (see [2]) showed 
that the LOFT-M3 design was over-performing with respect to its scientific objectives and this allowed to revise the size 
of the LAD and the WFM instruments for M4, with essentially no loss in science. This choice led also to a significant 
reduction in the payload and system costs, while improving the development schedule, matching the M4 requirements 
with significant margins. In contrast to the M3 mission opportunity, M4 was better open to international collaborations. 
International partners participating to the LOFT-M3 science could eventually join and commit to contribute to the 
mission development as well. In particular, CNSA and CAS (China National Space Administration and Chinese 
Academy of Sciences) committed to provide the deployment system (tower, panels and mechanisms) and the VHF 
transmission system, ISAS and the University of Tohoku committed to the development and provision of the LAD 
collimators (as manufactured by Hamamatsu), while ISRO (Indian Space Research Organization) committed to provide 
an additional ground station to expand the telemetry transmission capabilities, with a significant benefit in the science 
output of the mission (especially with the WFM). The international participation enabled additional cost savings on the 
ESA budget, making the LOFT-M4 proposal better compliant with the M4 budget requirements, still at no cost in 
science. 
In this paper we mostly focus on the changes implemented in the LOFT-M4 proposal with respect to the M3 
configuration, referring the reader to the references cited above for an extensive description of the baseline LOFT 
science and configuration, as developed during the M3 study.      
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2. SCIENCE DRIVERS 
LOFT addresses the Cosmic Vision theme “Matter under extreme conditions” by probing the properties of the densest 
matter and the strongest gravitational fields in our Universe to unprecedented degree. It will revolutionize these 
fundamental areas by X-ray observations of accreting neutron stars (NS) and black holes (BH) across the mass scale. The 
matter inside NS and the space-time close to BH are among the uncharted territories of fundamental physics: accreting 
NS and BH provide a unique arena for the exploring these. The fundamental diagnostic of dense-matter interactions is 
the equation of state (EOS), the pressure-density temperature relation of matter. This is observationally encoded as the 
NS mass-radius (M-R) relation. The EOS is set by as yet unverified aspects of the strong force that theory alone cannot 
address, such as the possible emergence, at the highest densities, of deconfined quarks and/or strange matter. 
Experiments and observations are essential to drive progress. LOFT’s very large effective area up to 30 keV will permit 
the first precise MR measurements for a range of NS of different mass. The use of complementary methods (profile 
modelling of 3 types of pulsations, maximum spin rates, seismology) makes LOFT unique in its ability to overcome 
systematics. The measured M-R relation will allow direct reconstruction of the EOS of cold supranuclear-density matter. 
General Relativity (GR), verified to exquisite accuracies by precisely measuring small effects in weak fields (e.g., binary 
millisecond radio pulsars), predicts large effects, as yet unverified, in the motions of matter and photons in strong-field 
gravity. These include frame dragging, extreme light bending, and extreme orbital motion effects very close to BH. 
LOFT will measure such effects down to a few Schwarzschild radii with several complementary methods 
simultaneously. Dynamical time-scale variations in relativistic iron lines will be precisely quantified using CCD-class 
spectral resolution spectra and enormous, pileup-free throughput. Timing features such as high-frequency quasi-periodic 
oscillations (QPOs) will verify key predictions of strong-field GR. 
 
Figure 1. Left: Schematic structure of a neutron star. The outer layer is a solid ionic crust supported by electron degeneracy 
pressure. Neutrons begin to leak out of ions (nuclei) at densities ~4×1011 g/cm3 (the neutron drip line, which separates inner 
from outer crust), where neutron degeneracy also starts to play a role. At densities ~2×1014 g/cm3, the nuclei dissolve 
completely. This marks the crust-core boundary. In the core, densities may reach up to ten times the nuclear saturation 
density of 2.8×1014 g/cm3  (the density in normal atomic nuclei). (Graphics credit: NASA). Right: LOFT probes the deepest 
gravitational wells in the Universe: BHs. Current GR tests use potentials 104 times lower. LOFT uniquely covers a factor 
1016 in spacetime curvature with uniform diagnostics. 
2.1 Dense Matter 
Neutron stars access a unique regime of parameter space at high density and low temperature. Densities in NS cores can 
reach ~10 times the density of an atomic nucleus, forming states of matter that cannot exist in the laboratory. The low 
temperatures permit the formation of nuclear superfluids, and the long lifetimes of NS permit long timescale weak 
interactions to reach equilibrium. This generates matter that is neutron-rich and which may contain deconfined quarks or 
particles with non-zero net strangeness. Connecting NS observables to strong interaction physics can be done because 
the forces between the nuclear particles set the stiffness of neutron star matter. This is encoded in the Equation of State. 
The EOS in turn sets the NS mass M and radius R via the stellar structure equations. By measuring and then inverting the 
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M-R relation, we can recover the EOS (Figure 2). Measuring the EOS of supranuclear density matter is of major 
importance to both fundamental physics and astrophysics. It is central to understanding NS, supernovae, and compact 
object mergers involving at least one NS (prime gravitational wave sources and the likely engines of short gamma-ray 
bursts). To distinguish the models shown in Figure 2, one needs to measure M and R to precisions of a few %, for several 
masses. To date, most efforts to measure the M-R relation have come from modeling the spectra of thermonuclear X-ray 
bursts and quiescent low-mass X-ray binaries. The constraints obtained so far are weak. The technique also suffers from 
systematic errors of at least 10% due to several effects. Constraints have also come from radio pulsar timing, where the 
masses of NS in compact binaries can be measured very precisely: high mass stars give the strongest constraint. 
However even the discovery of pulsars with masses ≈2Mʘ, has left a broad range of EOS viable (Figure 2). 
LOFT will employ three primary techniques to measure M and R: pulse profile modeling, spin measurements and 
seismology. These involve different types of NS: accreting NS with thermonuclear bursts, accretion powered X-ray 
pulsars, and isolated highly magnetic NS known as magnetars. The use of multiple techniques and different source types 
permits independent cross-checks on the EOS. An extensive discussion of the dense matter science case and state of the 
art and an analysis of the methods proposed by LOFT to address them may be found in [2] and [10].  
 
Figure 2. The pressure density relation (EOS, left) and the corresponding M-R relation (right) for some example models with 
different microphysics. Grey band: range of nucleonic EOS based on chiral effective field theory. Red: nucleonic EOS. 
Black solid: Hybrid models (strange quark core. Black dashed: Hyperon core models. Magenta: A quark star model. 
Adapted from [10]. 
2.2 Strong Field Gravity 
LOFT will use time-resolved spectroscopy to directly measure the motions of matter in the intense gravity near the event 
horizons of accreting black holes. This will test the effects of strong-field gravity to an unprecedented degree. Where the 
traditional best tests of General Relativity (GR) use millisecond radio pulsars orbiting in gravitational fields similar to 
those in our Solar System, and therefore rely on small effects, LOFT probes gravitational fields that are truly strong, 
where Einstein’s theory predicts gross deviations from Newtonian physics. LOFT will measure these large GR effects at 
few-percent precision, and test alternative theories of gravity. LOFT will directly compare the dynamics near stellar-
mass and supermassive black holes (BH), covering a factor 108 in mass and 1016 in space-time curvature (Figure 1). 
Comparative studies of neutron stars will directly test for uniqueness of BH phenomena. The transformative nature of 
LOFT’s strong field gravity studies comes from merging, for the first time, the two powerful, but so far separate, 
diagnostics we have of the strong-gravity regions: fast X-ray timing and X-ray spectroscopy. Because of its much larger 
effective area in the Fe-K region, LOFT measures fluctuations and resolves relativistic iron lines at up to several hundred 
times the photon throughput of other designs. This provides the capability to measure rapid variability in narrow bands 
within the broad iron line profile. On the brightest black holes LOFT attains signal to noise levels to rapid iron line 
variability more than a hundred times those of currently operating or planned missions. So, crucially, LOFT sees fluxes 
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and line profiles vary on the fundamental strong-field relativistic timescales, resolving motions down to very close to the 
event horizon and hence to understand how matter moves in strong-field gravity. 
LOFT is part of a much broader effort to understand gravity in the strong-field regime, which is a cutting-edge issue in 
current (astro)physics. Several complementary approaches to this goal, all challenging, are currently being pursued. 
Gravitational waves occur when spacetime is being violently shaken and hence dynamic. LOFT, in contrast, addresses 
stationary spacetimes: it probes black holes by observing hot plasma orbiting them. Essentially, the plasma serves as a 
luminous test fluid. Other (near-)stationary spacetime approaches, such as extreme mass-ratio binary orbital dynamics 
and sub-mm imaging of nearby weakly accreting AGN to detect the BH shadow are limited to supermassive BH. LOFT 
uniquely covers not only supermassive but also stellar-mass black holes with uniform, well-established diagnostics. At 
given potential, GR orbits simply scale with mass, and are independent of spacetime curvature; this does not generally 
hold in alternative theories of gravity. However, only near stellar-mass compact objects do spacetime curvatures occur 
much in excess to those in the Solar System. Hence, only LOFT can test this, and it will do so over 16 decades in 
curvature (Figure 1). 
Relativistic iron lines and variability on relativistic time scales, in particular, quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) are well-
established diagnostics providing detailed insight into BH accretion flows. Fe-Kα lines are successfully modeled by 
‘reflection’ of hard continuum radiation by the relativistic BH disk. They directly probe orbital radii and velocities, 
gravitational potentials and photon geodesics, and yield estimates of BH spins. Partially ionized absorption plays a role 
and is included in our simulations. Rapid variability is caused by plasma motion in the inner flow. QPOs are observed at 
frequencies within 10-20% of the GR-predicted ‘fundamental’ frequencies of the relativistic orbital, epicyclic and 
precessional motions. The highest observed frequencies are close to the high frequencies that GR predicts to occur at the 
innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO), and they scale with M-1 as predicted. Models involve near-geodesically orbiting 
density fluctuations and global disk oscillation- and precession-modes. There is large progress in first-principle MHD 
calculations; some begin to show the observed QPOs. 
LOFT focuses on BH, with comparative studies of NS. Neutron-star QPO frequencies also likely derive from 
fundamental frequencies and NS spins, measured directly, calibrate the frame dragging effects that in BH we use to 
measure spin (Figure 3). However, the absence of stellar magnetic and radiative stresses makes black holes the clean 
environment gravity studies need. BH orbital frequency QPOs are weak, transient and at the edge of current capabilities, 
but in one observation the three GR-predicted fundamental frequencies were observed. Alternative explanations for 
QPOs have been discussed, but do not predict the correlated variable QPO frequencies as successfully as relativistic 
models. Rapid Fe line variability is key, and that it exists shows the line is formed in the strong gravity regions [11]. 
However, so far energy resolution and/or signal to noise were much too low to draw conclusions from this variability 
about strong gravity. Lines and variability both arise in the hot, turbulent plasma flows in the strong-field region, and 
provide complementary diagnostics (spectroscopy: velocities and redshifts; timing: fundamental frequencies). Merging 
these with LOFT gives qualitatively new types of information and probes the strong-field regions to an unprecedented 
degree. A deeper and more extensive discussion of the LOFT science case on strong field gravity may be found in [1] 
and [11]. 
 
Figure 3. Changes in the iron line profile due to relativistic frame-dragging induced precession of the accretion flow around a 
Kerr black hole. LOFT measures the repetitive line distortions to high precision. 
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2.3 Observatory science 
With a uniquely high throughput, good spectral resolution and wide sky coverage, LOFT is an observatory very well 
suited for a variety of studies complementing the core science of sources down to less than 0.01 mCrab. The LAD will 
provide the best timing and spectroscopic studies ever for a wide range of high energy sources brighter than ~1 mCrab in 
the 2-30 keV band. The WFM, with its unprecedented combination of field of view and imaging, makes LOFT a 
discovery machine of the variable and X-ray transient sky, which will reveal many new sources for follow-up with the 
LAD and other facilities. As previous missions have shown, newly discovered, unforeseen types of sources will then 
provide unexpected insights into fundamental questions. The WFM will also be monitoring daily hundreds of sources, to 
catch unexpected events and provide long-term records of their variability and spectroscopic evolution. LOFT is also a 
unique, powerful X-ray partner of other new large-scale facilities across the spectrum likely available in the 2020s, such 
as advanced gravitational wave and neutrino experiments, SKA and pathfinders in the radio, LSST and E-ELT in the 
optical, and CTA at TeV energies (Figure 4). Some key targets of the observatory science program (e.g., low-mass X-ray 
binaries, magnetars) will be observed in LOFT’s core program as well. Some observatory science goals can actually be 
pursued from these same observations. Other targets of the observatory science program (e.g., accreting white dwarfs, 
blazars, high mass X-ray binaries), can in turn provide useful comparative insights for the core science objectives as 
well. To explain fully the science case for LOFT as an observatory, more than 300 scientists from the community at large 
have published 12 White Papers [12-23] addressing several aspects of the astrophysics on which LOFT will enable 
significant advances, e.g.: accretion and ejection in X-ray binaries, pulsar magnetospheric physics, thermonuclear X-ray 
bursts, high mass X-ray binaries and ultraluminous X-ray sources, gamma ray bursts, tidal disruption events, blazars, 
radio-quiet AGNs, cataclysmic variables, binary evolution, flare stars and the terrestrial physics of gamma ray flashes. 
 
 
Figure 4. Multiwavelength and GW facilities relevant to LOFT. Colors indicate similar wavebands from the radio (top) via IR 
and optical to X-rays and gamma rays. Grey bands: gravitational wave and neutrino detectors. Dark colors: current end of 
funding, light colors: expected lifetime, where known, independent of funding decisions. Missions might last longer. 
3. THE LOFT-M4 CONFIGURATION 
3.1 Mission configuration and profile 
The proposed LOFT mission for the M4 flight opportunity adopts the same 5-panel design identified by the M3 ESA 
study carried out by Thales Alenia Space and endorsed by the PRR Panel [5], simplified by a 20% reduction in the LAD 
geometric area and number of WFM cameras. Also the work-share between ESA and the LOFT Consortium is simplified 
by shifting the PLM responsibility entirely to the Consortium. Figure 5 provides an overview of the mission architecture. 
LOFT will be placed in to an equatorial Low Earth Orbit (LEO), with an inclination <2.5° and altitude 550 km. This 
orbit has been selected to minimise the radiation dose (and subsequent NIEL damage) to the SDDs, allowing them to be 
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Ioperated at temperatures which are compatible with passive thermal control (-10°C at the end of the nominal mission for 
the LAD), while maintaining the required energy resolution performance of the instruments (the LAD energy resolution 
being the most driving requirement). This orbit provides near-complete shielding of the Spacecraft (SC) by the 
geomagnetic field against solar particle events and cosmic rays – damage to the SDDs is then dominated by contributions 
from trapped proton populations due to the van Allen belts and charge-exchange soft protons. The low altitude and 
inclination serve to minimise the trapped charged particles in the van Allen belts as seen by the SC, avoiding especially 
the South Atlantic Anomaly. 
 
Figure 5. The TAS-I concept of the payload module tower with the optical bench and the 5 deployed panels adopted for the 
LOFT-M4 baseline design 
 
The performance of the Soyuz-Fregat launch vehicle (from Kourou) to the chosen orbit is considerable (over 6000 kg, 
taking into account ESA margin policy of 5% reduction in predicted launcher capability). Against this, the spacecraft 
design has very large mass margins. The total launch mass was estimated as 3600 kg, including all margins, the 
propellant and the launch adapter. This provides a >2 tons of spare launcher capability.  
The key aspects of design of the LOFT SC are driven by the accommodation of the LAD (12 m2 of geometric area, 100 
LAD Modules), its operating temperature and thermal stability, and pointing and availability requirements (1 arcmin 
class, effective area stability requirements expressed as percentages in the frequency domain [2]). The SC is divided into 
a Payload and a Service Module (PLM and SVM). Clearly the SC is dominated by the LAD panels, which by necessity 
are deployable in order to achieve the accommodation of the required number of modules. The accommodation of the 
folded spacecraft in its 5-panel configuration in the Soyuz-Fregat fairing was demonstrated during the M3 study. The 
reduced LAD area further reduces the spacecraft height by 63 cm, improving the compatibility even further. The WFM is 
housed on top of the PLM (such that the centre of its response is aligned with the LAD bore-sight) on a platform, the 
Optical Bench, whose plane is parallel with the nominal sun direction, and located behind a dedicated sun shield. The 
Optical Bench comprises the structural supports for the LAD and WFM and Instrument Control Units, Star Trackers (to 
minimise AOCS reference frame distortion with respect to instruments), a Payload Data Handling Unit (PDHU), which 
provides services such as mass memory, science data and burst data management, control of payload heaters and 
distribution of PPS time signals, and interface to the SC On Board Data Handling (OBDH). 
3.2 Large Area Detector (LAD) 
The LAD instrument proposed for the M4 call has the same design as studied for M3 (e.g., [8]), with a slight downscale 
in area size. The 5-panel LOFT-M3 design offered ∼9.8 m2 effective area performance, the proposed 5-panel design for 
M4 envisages a 20% smaller LAD geometric area, yet providing ∼8.5 m2 effective area, owing to the higher open area of 
the new collimator (see below). The measurement principle of the LAD is the photon-by-photon observation of X-ray 
sources in the nominal energy range 2-30 keV (up to 80 keV in expanded mode, for out-of-field-of-view burst events). 
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The measurement by silicon detectors of the time and energy characteristics of the individual source photons, both at 
high resolution and with enormous statistics, enables unprecedented spectral-timing studies, as discussed in the previous 
sections. The field of view is limited to ∼1° by a mechanical collimator to reduce source confusion and the X-ray 
background. The key instrument requirements and anticipated performance are listed in Table 1. We note that all M3 
requirements and anticipated performance are confirmed, with the exception of the effective area, as discussed above, 
and the anticipated background, improved thanks to a larger stopping power of the new collimator. 
The LAD large area is achieved by a modular and intrinsically highly redundant design based on LAD Modules. Each 
Module consists of a set of 4 x 4 detectors and 4 x 4 collimators, supported by two grid-like frames. The Module also 
hosts the read-out electronics, as well as the power supplies, organized in the Front-End Electronics (FEE) and Module 
Back-End Electronics (MBEE). The LAD Modules are organized in large Panels, deployable from an optical bench 
supported by a central tower. Each of the 5 LAD Panels hosts 20 (5x4) Modules, for a total of 100 Modules or 1600 
detectors, and a Panel Back-End Electronics (PBEE), in charge of interfacing the 20 Modules to the central Instrument 
Control Unit (ICU). Realizing such a large detector within the budgets of an M-class mission became feasible thanks to 
recent developments in detector technology. Large-area Silicon Drift Detectors (SDDs) were developed for the 
ALICE/LHC experiment at CERN and later optimized for the detection of photons to be used on LOFT, with typical size 
of 11 x 7 cm2 and 450 μm thickness (e.g, [24]). Each detector is segmented in two halves with 112 channels each (970 
μm pitch anodes). Despite detecting as many as ∼200 000 counts per second from the Crab, the segmentation into 1600 
detectors and ∼360 000 electronics channels means that the rate on the individual channel is very low even for very 
bright sources, removing any pile-up or dead-time issues. To maintain a good energy resolution at the end of life, the 
detectors need to be moderately cooled (-10 °C) to reduce the leakage current. Considering the large size of the LAD this 
can only be achieved passively. For the high-density read-out of the detector dedicated ASICs with very good 
performance and low power (17 e- rms noise with 650 µW/channel) are needed. For the M4 configuration, the read-out is 
performed by 8x 32-channel IDeF-X HD ASICs [25], with A/D conversion carried out by 1x 16-channel OWB-1 ASIC 
for every detector. The dynamic range of the read-out electronics is required to record events with energy up to 80 keV. 
The events in the nominal energy range (2-30 keV) are transmitted with 60 eV energy resolution, while those in the 
“expanded” energy range, 30-80 keV, are transmitted with reduced energy information (2 keV bins) as they will be used 
to study the timing properties of bright/hard events shining from outside the field of view (e.g., gamma-ray bursts, 
magnetar flares). The read-out ASICs are integrated on a rigid-flex PCB forming the FEE, with the task of providing: 
filtered biases to SDD and ASICs, I/O interfaces, mechanical support and interface of the to the Module. The SDD will 
be back-illuminated, allowing for direct wire-bonding of the anode pads to the ASIC input pads. The flat cable 
connection to the MBEE is part of the rigid-flex PCB structure. To get full advantage of the compact detector design, a 
similarly compact collimator design is provided by the mechanical structure of the mature technology of the micro-
channel plates, the capillary plate (CP). In the LAD geometry, it is a 5-mm thick sheet of lead-glass (>40% Pb mass 
fraction) with same size as the SDD detector, perforated by thousands of round micro-pores with 83 μm diameter, 
limiting the field of view (FoV) to 0.95° (full width at half maximum). The baseline CP plate design and technology 
adopted for LOFT-M4 is different from that for LOFT-M3. The M4 CP are based on the Hamamatsu round-pore 
technology. They offer a larger open area ratio (75% vs 70% in M32) and a larger Pb mass fraction. These properties 
provide improvements in science in terms of a larger effective area and a lower background. In total, the LAD is 
composed of 1600 SDDs, 1600 CPs and 14 400 ASICs. 1 out 100 Modules is equipped with a “blocked collimator” (the 
same material and stopping power, but no apertures), for a real-time monitoring of the internal background. The basic 
unit of the LAD modular design is the Module, designed to be in aluminium as it was in M3. The design proposed for the 
M4 LAD module remains unchanged. 
The LAD panel structure (in Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic - CFRP) is the support for the LAD Modules and the 
PBEE. The key requirements for this structure are to withstand the launch, provide the required mechanical and thermo-
elastic stability to the modules (e.g., alignment) and aid the thermal control. To this purpose a common radiator is used 
on the back side of the Panel composed of an Al honeycomb sandwich with CFRP skins. Twenty modules (total in each 
panel) are controlled by a single PBEE, located ‘underneath’ the panel near the hinge to minimise the amount of harness 
that has to cross the hingeline. The PBEE sends commands to the MBEEs and distributes clocks and power. It receives 
data (science and HK) from the MBEEs and sends it on to the ICU, which is mounted on the optical bench. The ICU 
houses the Data Handling Unit (DHU), mass memory and Power Distribution Units (PDU). The DHU receives the data 
                                                 
2 It should be noted that a recent technology development activity carried by ESA demonstrated the feasibility of a 75% 
open area ratio also with the CP technology adopted for the LOFT-M3 design, as manufactured by Photonis.   
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from the PBEEs, and formats and compresses this data for telemetry. The ICU manages the PBEEs, handles 
telecommands (TCs), manages instrument mode and monitors instrument health and performance and interfaces the 
central Payload Data Handling Unit (PDHU). The LAD experiment is a photon-by-photon experiment with no 
significant on-board event processing foreseen. The ICU will be based on the LEON3 processor. 
 
Table 1.  LAD requirements and anticipated performance. 
Parameter Requirement Anticipated performance 
Effective area  3.2 m2 at 2 keV 
6.4 m2 at 5 keV 
8.0 m2 at 8 keV 
0.8 m2 at 30 keV 
3.8 m2 at 2 keV (avg 1.5-2.5) 
7.8 m2 at 5 keV 
8.5 m2 at 8 keV 
1.1 m2 at 30 keV 
Energy range 2 – 30 keV nominal 
30-80 keV extended (for out-FoV 
events) 
1.5 (7.5 σ) lower threshold, 
100 keV for maximum energy 
Energy resolution in FoR 
(FWHM, end of life) 
240 eV @ 6 keV 
 
180 eV @ 6 keV at the center 
up to 220 eV at the edge of the 
FoR (35% sky fraction) 
Energy resolution in eFoR 
(FWHM, end of life) 
400 eV @ 6 keV 220 eV @ 6 keV at the center 
up to 250 eV at the edge of the 
eFoR (50% sky fraction) 
Absolute time accuracy 2 µs 1 µs 
Dead time < 1% @ 1 Crab < 0.7% @ 1 Crab 
Field of View <1° FWHM 0.95° FWHM 
Background < 10 mCrab 6 mCrab (3 mCrab in 2-10 
keV) 
Background knowledge 0.25% at 5-10 keV 0.15% at 5-10 keV 
Max flux (continuous) > 500 mCrab 650 mCrab 
Max flux (continuous 300 
minutes) 
15 Crab 15 Crab 
 
The required LAD data transmission is full event information for sources up to 500 mCrab, while increasing data 
selection (e.g., energy or time histograms) for long and continuous observations of increasing brighter sources is 
foreseen. An onboard mass memory will allow to store excess telemetry data from observation of sources up to 15 Crab 
intensity for up to 5 hours, to be gradually downloaded during observations of dim sources (e.g., AGN). The individual 
event-packet is 24 bits per event. Onboard data storage is foreseen for set-up parameter definition, calibration data and 
science data (210 GB, for the short observation of very bright sources and in case of ground-pass loss). 
The current best estimate of the total LAD mass and power in its M4 configuration is 1103 kg and 868 Watts. A more 
detailed description of the LAD instrument in its M3 design may be found in [1, 8] and references therein.  
3.3 The Wide Field Monitor (WFM) 
The WFM is a coded mask camera system with solid state-class energy resolution. This is achieved through the use of 
the same Silicon Drift Detectors (SDDs) as the LAD, in a modified geometry. Since these detectors provide accurate 
positions in one direction and only coarse positional information in the other direction, pairs of two orthogonal cameras 
are used to obtain precise two dimensional source positions. This is illustrated in Figure 6, where the point spread 
functions of two orthogonal cameras are combined. The useful effective field of view (FoV) of one camera pair is about 
70°x70° (90°x90° at zero response). The dimensions of each camera are chosen to match the required sensitivity and the 
location accuracy. To provide the full required sky coverage, 4 pairs of cameras are foreseen, as shown in Figure 6. The 
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key instrument requirements are summarized in Table 2 along with the expected performance. With respect to the LOFT-
M3 WFM configuration, the Camera design is identical, but the number of Cameras is reduced from 10 to 8 (from 5 to 4 
pairs), re-oriented to cover the same FoV. This optimization is based on the large over-compliance of the LOFT-M3 
WFM with respect to its scientific requirements, which are unchanged and still satisfied in LOFT-M4.  
 
 
 
Figure 6. Right: Simulated WFM pointing in the 
direction of the Galactic Centre. Only a small 
fraction of the FoV is shown. Left: combination 
of 4 camera pairs gives the required sky 
coverage. 
 
 
 
Table 2.  A listing of some of the key WFM scientific requirements. 
Item Requirement Anticipated performance 
Location accuracy (2D) < 1 arcmin < 1 arcmin 
Angular resolution (2D) < 5 arcmin < 4.3 arcmin 
Peak sensitivity in LAD 
direction (5 σ) 
1 Crab (1 s) 
5 mCrab (50 ks) 
0.6 Crab (1s) 
2.1 mCrab (50 ks) 
Field of view  3.2 steradian around the LAD 
pointing 
5.5 steradian at zero response, 
4.1 at 20% of peak camera 
response 
Energy range 2 – 50 keV 2 – 50 keV 
Energy resolution, 500 eV @ 6 keV < 300 eV @ 6 keV 
Energy bands for images 64 ≥ 64 
Absolute time calibration 2 µs 1 µs 
Availability of triggered 
WFM data 
3 hour < 3 hour 
Broadcast of trigger time 
and position 
< 30 s after the event for 65% of the 
events 
< 25 s after the event for 65% 
of the events 
 
The components of the 8 identical cameras are: 
• Pre-tensioned mask, made of Tungsten (0.15 mm thick), with an open area of 25% to optimize the sensitivity 
for weaker sources. For high imaging quality mask flatness and stability is essential, demonstrated achievable 
by past experience and extensive thermo-mechanical studies in M3. 
• The collimator, supporting the coded mask, is a 3 mm thick CFRP grid structure, covered by a 0.15 mm thick 
Tungsten sheet, as a background shield. Inner Cu/Mo coating provides fluorescence calibration lines. MLI on 
the outside improves the thermal stability of the camera. 
• The detector tray holds 4 SDDs, each mounted on boards with ASICs and Front End Electronics, with very 
similar design and functionality as the LAD. However position resolution is important for the WFM, therefore 
the SDD anode pitch is smaller (145 μm vs 970 μm in the LAD). The required number of ASICs per SDD is 
higher (28x IDeF-X HD ASICs, with a smaller pitch than LAD, and 2x OWB-1 ASICs). Alignment and 
stability requirements are stringent and are achieved by design and control of the detector temperature. A 25 μm 
thick Beryllium window above each SDD protects against micrometeoroid impacts, owing to the large FoV. 
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• The Back End Electronics (BEE) and Power Supply Unit (PSU) are similar to those used in the LAD, but with 
additional computing capability of the BEE to determine photon positions. The small anode pitch of the SDDs 
allows a position resolution of <60 μm along the direction of the anode row. In the drift direction a position 
resolution of <8 mm is achieved through analysis of the spread of the charge cloud across a group of anodes. 
Although quite moderate, this is important for limiting potential source confusion in the deconvolved images. 
The electronics is passively cooled through radiation via the back side of the cameras. 
• The Instrument Control Unit (ICU, cold redundant) will control the instrument, interface with the Payload Data 
Handling Unit (PDHU) and perform the onboard data analysis to identify bright transient sources. The ICU 
controls each of the 8 cameras independently. 
The current best estimate of the total WFM mass and power is 108 kg and 63 Watts. 
Flexibility in the LOFT telemetry system allocates any temporarily available bandwidth to WFM data. This will be used 
to transmit the event-by-event data of the most interesting WFM unit(s) (based on their pointing direction) during, for 
example, long LAD observations of weaker sources. An average telemetry allocation of ∼200 kbit/s, as expected due to 
the LAD reduced area with respect to LOFT-M3, will allow to transmit all WFM data in photon-by-photon mode, taking 
full advantage of the intrinsic capability of the instrument. The ICU will employ an onboard capability of locating 
transient events in real time, in particular gamma ray bursts, with ∼1 arcmin accuracy. The time and location of the 
transient will be transmitted to ground using the onboard VHF system in a ∼1 kbit message. The design of the Burst On-
board Trigger (LBOT) benefits from the heritage from the SVOM mission concept, as well as past team experience on 
similar systems on BeppoSAX, HETE-2, AGILE, as well as the INTEGRAL burst alert system.  
With the exception of the different read-out ASICs, the design of the individual WFM cameras in the LOFT-M4 design 
is identical to the LOFT-M3 design. We refer the reader to [1, 9] and references therein for an extensive and 
comprehensive description. 
3.4 The Payload Structure 
In contrast to the LOFT-M3 approach, under the proposed M4 design and task share, the Payload Structure is under the 
responsibility of the payload consortium, as originally proposed for M3. The Payload Structure is composed of the 
deployment tower, the optical bench (OB) with sunshade, the LAD panels and the deployment mechanisms (Figure 7). 
The deployment mechanism is composed of deployment hinges, hold-down and release mechanisms (HDRMs) and 
latches. The current baseline is based on the TAS LOFT-M3 design that, for the smaller number of Modules required by 
LOFT-M4, results in a shorter and lighter structure.  
The Tower is composed of a central cylinder and a set of grid-like panels. The central cylinder is a structural part 
providing the main load path for axial loads and ensuring stiffness at bending. It is a sandwich cylinder with Al 
honeycomb and CFRP skins. The set of grid-like panels surround the central tube and, in addition to contribute to the 
tower stiffness, support the interface points for the HDRMs. The tower height is about 2.7 m to the top of the optical 
bench (excluding sun shield), whereas the pentagonal footprint has a diameter of about 3.6 m. The OB provides the 
interface to the deployment mechanism and support for the WFM, the electronics (e.g., ICUs, PDHU, ..) and the WFM 
sunshield. It also plays a role as radiator. Titanium bracket inserts provide the mechanical I/F to the deployment 
mechanisms of the LAD panels. The LAD deployment mechanism features two spring actuated and rotary damped 
hinges per panel, with a mechanical stop and latch. The HDRM, locking the LAD panels to the Tower during launch, is 
composed of a 5-element set per panel.  
The proposed structure for the PLM and its instruments follows the design as proposed at the end of the M3 study phase 
but downsized in dimension and mass following the reduction in the number of modules. The PLM structure for LOFT-
M4 will be developed by CAST, the China Academy for Space Technology. In preparation to the LOFT-M4 proposal, 
CAST studied the design and technical requirements of the PLM structure and mechanisms, identifying the relevant 
technology solutions available in China. In Figure 8 a central cylinder structure is shown, compliant with what is 
required for LOFT and a multitude of inserts. This specific example has a load capacity >5000 kg. A number of similar 
structures were built for past missions, such as the Lunar Chang’e (1, 2 and 3) missions. Figure 8 also shows two 
example of hinge and latch mechanism. CAST has a range of hinges available with different load capabilities and with 
flight heritage.  
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4. EXPECTED SCIENTIFIC PERFORMANCE 
In order to comply with the reduced budget and development schedule announced by ESA in the M4 call, the LOFT-M4 
design envisages a LAD instrument composed of 100 modules and a WFM instrument composed of 4 units (8 cameras). 
The resulting effective area of the LAD and sky coverage of the WFM are shown in Figure 9, where the LAD area – 
peaking at 8.5 m2 – is shown in the context of the largest X-ray mission in recent operation or planned, highlighting the 
enormous improvement. Figure 9 also shows the instantaneous >5 steradian sky coverage enabled by the WFM 
configuration, together with the 1-year exposure map calculated on the basis of a representative mock-up observing plan. 
Despite the 20% reduction in the LAD modules and WFM cameras, the scientific objectives of LOFT-M4 are essentially 
unchanged with respect to LOFT-M3 and in some cases (e.g., AGN sensitivity) are actually improved, thanks to the 
lower background offered by the more opaque Hamamatsu collimators. In fact, as discussed in [2], during the LOFT-M3 
study a sensitivity analysis was carried out to assess the robustness of the mission and payload design, identifying the 
impact of potential losses of instrument performance during the mission lifetime. The key parameters are: effective area, 
spectral resolution, sky visibility, mission duration. The dependence on the effective area is slow and smooth: the M3 
study showed that the same core science objectives can be reached with a ∼20% smaller instrument by extending the 
observing time (from 25% to 56%, depending on the specific objectives, with some caveats – see below). Considering 
the large margins in the available observing time for the Core science, the LAD effective area requirement in LOFT-M4 
could be thus revised to 8 m2 as compared to the 9.5 m2 of LOFT-M3, effectively optimizing of the mission resources. In 
fact, based on a detailed analysis, the total observing time required for the core science goals is 33.7 Ms (it was 25 Ms 
for LOFT-M3). Considering Earth occultation, calibration exposures, thermal and AOCS relaxation times, etc., an 
observing availability of 60% was estimated by industries in M3, meaning that the Core Science requires less than 1.8 
years and ∼40% of the 3-year LOFT total net observing time (56.8 Ms) is available for the Observatory Science, plus any 
mission extension. For goal “SFG3” (“detect kHz QPOs at their coherence time, measure the waveforms and quantify 
the distortions due to strong field GR effects”) a smaller effective area implies a smaller number of available sources, 
reducing from 10 to 8-9, which is still acceptable. For “SFG5” (“Fe profiles in supermassive black holes”) the improved 
background enabled by the new M4 collimator leads to over-compensating the loss, allowing SFG5 studies on more 
sources than planned in LOFT-M3.  
For what concerns the WFM, the M3 design was actually significantly over-performing its scientific requirements, 
especially in terms of sensitivity as a function of the FoV. By a different arrangement of the WFM units (Figure 6) the 
same sky coverage could be achieved, with a sensitivity still compliant with the original M3 scientific requirements.  
 
Panel Optical 
Bench 
HDRMs 
Tower 
Figure 7: PLM structure showing 2 panels deployed and 
one folded (2 not shown). 
 
Figure 8: Central cylinder with flight heritage. 
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Figure 9. Left: The effective area of LOFT/LAD as compared to the largest past, on-going and approved missions. The 
shaded area below 2 keV indicates the fact that the LAD will outperform its science requirement of 2 keV low energy 
threshold, by extending its sensitivity down to ≤ 1.5 keV, beneficial to the study of complex absorption structures. Right: 
Map in Galactic coordinates of the active detector area for a sample observation performed in the direction of the 
Galactic centre (top) and 1yr Exposure map in Galactic coordinates for positions covered by at least 10 cm2 per 
observation. Map scale is given in Ms. 
 
As examples of the LOFT scientific performance in its M4 configuration, in Figure 10 we report results expected  
through LOFT observations. In particular, the left panel shows the mapping of the NS equation of state in the M-R 
diagram as achieved through the pulse profile modeling of a realistic sample of  ∼10 NS. The statistical accuracy and the 
control of the systematic uncertainties will allow LOFT to precisely map the correct EoS. For the strong field gravity 
science case, the panel on the right shows a realistic simulation of the accuracy with which LOFT will determine the iron 
line distortions in supermassive black holes in the time domain. Orbital radius r/rg is measured to ±1-2% and given spin, 
BH mass to ≲±30%. Any narrow lines in the profile drop out of these differential measurements: arising at large radii, 
these lines vary slowly. Various other tomographic studies will be performed at unprecedented S/N (e.g., eclipse 
mapping; see [12]). 
5. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
The M3 study demonstrated the technical and programmatic feasibility of the LOFT mission within the boundary 
conditions of an ESA M-class mission. The design optimization proposed in M4 was again assessed by ESA to be 
compliant with the reduced M4 budget and its faster schedule. The LOFT science was again highly ranked in the M4 
selection process, confirming the M3 scientific evaluation. LOFT was actually short-listed to the last 5-proposal down-
selection, but eventually did not make it to the final list of 3 M4 mission candidates, currently under their assessment 
study. The LOFT Consortium remained active though, working towards the M5 ESA mission call and collaborating with 
international partners on mission concepts led by other agencies and incorporating part of all of the LOFT science 
objectives and instrumentation. In particular, the eXTP mission concept [26] is being studied by the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences for a target launch date earlier than 2025 and it now includes a substantial participation of the LOFT 
Consortium and LOFT instrumentation. In addition to that, the LOFT-P mission concept [27] is a study showing the 
feasibility of the LOFT mission within the context of the NASA Probe-class missions, potentially starting their 
development within the Decadal Survey 2020 context, for a launch in the late 2020’s. It is yet undecided whether the 
LOFT Consortium will re-submit the LOFT mission proposal to the ESA M5 competition or will instead only focus on 
the development of the eXTP and LOFT-P mission concepts.     
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Figure 10. Left: LOFT measurements (red error regions) tightly constrain the dense matter EOS. The models (curves) illustrate 
current theoretical predictions for the EOS. A representative RXTE error region is shown.. Right: Fluorescent line profile 
ratios to line average from two 10-ks, 10rg orbits of a hot spot around a 107 Mo spin 0.5 black hole. Spot contributes 10% of 
the line flux in a 2 mCrab AGN for a total of 20 ks (~3 ks per profile plotted). Disk inclination 30°. 
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